Educational resource to support
the delivery of Literacy and PSHE
Key Stages 2 and 3.

An introduction to the
resource pack
A century on from the First World War,
National Youth Theatre is excited to stage
a stunning adaptation of Private Peaceful,
based on the best-selling novel by Michael
Morpurgo.
To support this new production we have
been working with practising teachers to
develop a resource pack of ideas to enrich
and supplement your class’s visit to the
performance.
The ideas within the pack are based on the
challenging expectations of the new English
Curriculum at the interface of Key Stages 2
and 3.

Age suitability and relevance to
curriculum
The series of activities included in this
pack are targeted primarily at Year 6 and
Year 7 students, but can be differentiated
according to age and ability.
The activities are designed to support
the new curriculum for Literacy and the
non-statutory framework for PSHE to be
implemented from September 2014.
Significant links to History, Citizenship and
even Geography can also be explored.

Using the resource
The pack is divided into two sections.
The first provides information about the
show, including; an introduction from
the Director: production credits showing
the wealth and variety of roles within
the theatre, a full cast list and character
synopsis. Also included in the pack are
interviews with two key members of the
cast who share their thoughts about the
characters and the production.
The second section is dedicated to the
educational resources, providing a range
of ideas and activities to deliver in the
classroom.

SECTION 1:
Introduction to National
Youth Theatre
‘The cradle of Britain’s hottest young theatrical talent.’
Time Out
‘I could only become an
actress because of the
existence of the National
Youth Theatre.’
Dame Helen Mirren is an
Olivier and Oscar awardwinning NYT alumna and
Patron.
The National Youth Theatre of Great
Britain is a world-leading youth arts
organisation. We were established in 1956
as the first youth theatre in the world and
have performed critically acclaimed
productions over the past 58 years.

Paul Roseby, NYT alumna Rosamund
Pike and the NYT REP Company 2014

Our world renowned alumni include:
Dame Helen Mirren, Daniel Craig, Colin
Firth, Rosamund Pike, Daniel Day-Lewis,
Orlando Bloom, Catherine Tate, Sir Ben
Kingsley, Ashley Jensen, Sir Derek Jacobi,
Timothy Dalton, David Walliams, Matt
Lucas, Hugh Bonneville, Matt Smith and
many more.

School
Audiences
Two of our West End Season productions
each year are chosen from the School
curriculum. For our 2013 limited run (SeptNovember) over 6500 students were in
attendance with many shows sold-out in
advance of the run.
With schools discounts, free education
packs and Q&As as part of our exclusive
school package, the National Youth
Theatre REP Season is catered to support
busy teachers with a limited budget. Not
only have we received critical acclaim,
our feedback from students and teachers
has been excellent.
‘I could happily have sat through a piece
twice this length and so, it transpired,
could the school students watching enrapt
alongside me.’
Evening Standard on Prince of Denmark
‘One of the best productions of Romeo
and Juliet I have ever seen.’
The Stage

‘It didn’t feel like a Shakespeare play
because it was so easy to follow and I
enjoyed it.’
Student and Romeo and Juliet audience
member (with school group).
‘My students loved the show – and what
great value. I’ve already started using the
education resource pack to prepare them
for exam time.’
Teacher who attended Romeo and Juliet
performance.

The NYT REP
Company
‘Mark the names of these young actors well: I suspect
we shall be hearing more of them in years to come.’
Telegraph
NYT Patron Hugh Bonnevile with NYT
REP Company 2013.
The NYT REP Company was launched
in 2012 in response to the rise in tuition
fees to offer an affordable alternative
to expensive formal training. It offers 15
of Britain’s most talented young actors
eight months of free talent development
with NYT and other leading professionals
and organisations including the National
Theatre, The Royal Shakespeare Company
and the BBC.
Each REP member is also mentored by an
industry professional. The REP culminates
in a 10-week West End boot-camp-style
residency at the Ambassadors Theatre
thanks to an innovative commercial
partnership.
Each REP member plays three roles
in three different productions over 56
performances and last year over 200
acting agents and casting directors

attended. All of the company were signed
by leading talent agents and the majority
are currently working professionally in TV,
Film and Theatre.
Among those success stories are Tom
Prior, who was cast alongside Samuel L
Jackson in Kingsman: The Secret Service
and in the Stephen Hawking film Theory
of Everything with Eddie Redmayne
and Felicity Jones; Abigail Rose, who
has landed roles in the film adaptation
of London Road, and the BBC TV series
Atlantis. Simon Lennon has been in South
Africa filming a BBC1 drama and has now
been cast in Our Town at the Almeida
Theatre; Daisy Whalley is touring the UK
as one of the female leads in Headlong’s
Spring Awakening; Sope Dirisu was cast
in the Channel 4 dramas Utopia and The
Mill, as well as a role at the Royal Court
Theatre. Aruhan Galieva is playing one of

the leads in the BBC TV adaptation of The
Glasgow Girls; Niall McNamee is filming a
new First World War drama, also for BBC TV;
Zainab Hassan has recently been cast in
Henry IV at the Donmar Warehouse.

An Introduction from Paul Roseby, CEO
and Artistic Director of National Youth
Theatre.
On the front line.
One hundred years on from the WW1
atrocities where a broken Europe caused
the near extinction of a whole generation,
the National Youth Theatre is recognising
the sacrifice those young people made
by staging two battle weary plays with very
different outcomes. Macbeth and Private
Peaceful are the glorious book-ends to
our second ground breaking year with the
NYT REP company in the West End. Selfie is
the third in our trilogy visualising the battle
between beauty and age so poignantly
timed in this ‘selfie-obsessed’ world.

Directors notes:
Paul Hart

Director Paul Hart.
How do you relate to something that
happened one hundred years ago?
It seems a world away, lost in the textbooks
and TV dramas. It’s probably impossible
to imagine the full horror of this first
mechanised war anyway. And yet perhaps
what does resonate for us all are the
individual stories.
Morpurgo’s tale is one of lost innocence.
Heightened by the rural beauty of the
world in which Tommo and Charlie are
raised. What I think is striking about these
characters is that, in the face of ultimate
destruction we witness their capacity for
absolute peace; no matter how far they’re
pushed. This is the badge they wear (not
even with pride) in a hell-like war.

questions of myself. And I think that is what
is most transcendental about the story. It
could happen to any of us. These children
were turned into fighters before they had
even discovered who they were.
It also struck me that there isn’t a single
negative portrayal of a German in the
entire story. In fact, the real villains in the
eyes of Tommo are the ones who treat
his brother with cruelty. Throughout, we
judge these people on their capacity for
humanity in these times of capitulation.
Not on their rank or social background.
The story is also a great testament to the
power of memory itself.

Something which is heightened in Simon
Reade’s ensemble stage version in which
characters only exist onstage through this
When I first read the novel I was hugely
act of remembrance. When those around
moved by this and compelled to ask these you are lost, only memories pervade

and it’s with great hope and wonder
that Tommo looks back; sparking life
from death. And as he remembers; we
remember with him.
Production Credits
Private Peaceful
Written by Michael Morpurgo
Adapted for stage by Simon Reade
Director – Paul Hart
Designer - Verity Quinn
Musical Director / Composer – Olly Fox
Choreographer - Isobel Palmer
Lighting Designer - Adam Povey
Production manager - Chris Cuthbert
Technical Manager - Jackson Ingle
Assistant Director – Alice Knight
Assistant Designer – Sarah Mills
Head of Costume – Richard Gellar
Deputy Head of Costume – Elle Van Riel
Costume Supervisor - Teresa Pocas
Wardrobe Mistress – Helena Bonner

Company Stage Managers - Helen Gaynor
& Vanessa Sutherland
Deputy Stage Manager – Nikki Sammons
Lighting Operator – Ian Fincher & Gareth
Weaver
Sound Designer - David Gregory
Sound Operator - Richard Price

The Cast

Old Tommo - Sam Hevicon
Young Tommo - Stuart Wilde
Charlie - Fabien McCallum
Molly - Ayten Manyera
Mother - Zoe Walshe
Big Joe - Dominic Wood
Mr Munnings/Hanley - Ragevan Vasan
Miss McAllister/Brigadier - Grace Chilton
Grandma Wolf/Wilkes - Adam Deane
Colonel - Iqra Rizwan
Sergeant Major/Nipper - Sophie Dyke
Toothless Old Lady/Pete/Pilot - Kate
Kennedy
James Peaceful/Estaminet Owner/
Buckland - Jeremy Neumark Jones
Les/Molly’s Mother - Temi Wilkey
Jimmy Parson/Anna - Ellie Bryans

Molly
A childhood friend of both boys; ultimately
Charlie’s wife
Mother
Tommo, Charlie and Big Joe’s mother,
widowed when the boy’s father was killed
by a falling tree
The Colonel
For whom the boy’s father worked until he
was killed - owner of the tied cottage and
therefore able to exert influence on the
lives of the Peaceful family
Grandma Wolf
A rather sinister ‘storybook’ character who
appears important in Tommo and Charlie’s
younger lives, but whom they realise as
they get older has no real power over their
family
Ch
Sergeant Hanley
The cruel sergeant who does not treat
Character Breakdown
his soldiers as human beings; Charlie’s
Tommo
adversary and his antithesis
The narrator and youngest of three brothers Mr Munnings
Charlie
School teacher and precursor of Sergeant
His elder brother
Hanley
Big Joe
the oldest brother, brain-damaged by
meningitis

Members of the
NYT Rep Company 2014

Interview with
the cast
We caught up with the actors playing the parts of Charlie
and Sergeant Hanley to ask a few questions about their
opinions on the characters they are portraying.
Interview with Ragevan Vasan (Sergeant Hanley)
Q: What have you learnt about the
character of Sergeant Hanley by
playing the part on stage?
“Sergeant Hanley has worked incredibly
hard to get to where he is today (he
would’ve probably worked in the British
Army for 10 years prior to becoming
a Sergeant and is responsible for up
to 35 soldiers). He cherishes this new
position. During the rehearsal process I’m
discovering the extent of his ruthlessness
and lack of sympathy.”
Q: Which five words do you feel best
sum up the Sergeant’s character?
“Determined, Brutal, Obeying, ShortTempered, Dominant.”

Q: Which line or scene in the play do
you think best sums him up?

Ragevan Vasan in rehearsals

Q: Did any of your relatives fight or
lose their life in World War I? How did
the story of Private Peaceful make you
“Hanley’s final scene in No-Man’s-Land. We reflect on their life(ves)
see his absolute commitment to order. He
is challenged by the troops in the scene
“As far as I’m aware, no. But there were
and loses control. His only way of dealing
Sri-Lankan and Indian soldiers who fought
with the issue is by threatening the soldiers.” as part of the British Empire, which is where
my family originate from, so there may well
Q: Do you think Sergeant Hanley is a
have been a few.”
bully?
Q: If Sergeant Hanley were alive today,
“It’s difficult/problematic for me to call him what do you think he might say to
a ‘bully’. He abuses a position of power
Charlie?
which has been given to him.”
“I think he would be tempted to throw
Charlie out of the Army. Discipline is key
and every soldier is made to work as one
unit. Charlie certainly wouldn’t have got so
far with his loud-mouth!”

Q: Who do you most admire in life and
why? What is it about their personality
and character that you admire? Which
character(s) do you admire in the story
of Private Peaceful?
“That’s tough because I admire a vast
amount of people. Within the play,
probably Big Joe-he has a brilliant spirit!”

Interview with
the cast
Interview with Fabian McCallum, Age: 19
(Charlie Peaceful)
Q: What have you learnt about the
character of Charlie by playing the part
on stage?
“Charlie is a delight to play, most of your
fellow cast find you amiable, and they
laugh at your jokes. I think Charlie finds
living easy; he’s very adept at navigating
social situations without disregarding his
morals.”

“I don’t think I’ve ever done anything
deemed a sacrifice next to Charlie giving
his life for Tommo.”
Q: What would you like to say to
Sergeant Hanley on Charlie’s behalf?
“Don’t worry; Molly will bring little Tommo up
just fine by herself, I’m sure.”

Q: Who do you most admire in life and
why? What is it about their personality
and character that you admire? Which
other character(s) do you admire in the
story of Private Peaceful?
“My brother is someone I admire. This
Q: Which line or scene in the play
being a story about brotherhood, my
do you think best sums up Charlie’s
relationship with my brother was a key
character?
reference point. I realised there is an
“I’d shoot a rat because it might bite me,
unvoiced respect and understanding
I’d shoot a rabbit because I can eat it.
between brothers that strengthens the
Why would I ever want to shoot a German? bond, it’s one that doesn’t need to be
Never even met a German.”
nurtured with words.
Q: Which five words do you feel best
sum up Charlie’s character?
“Fervent, courageous, altruistic, witty,
flippant”

Q: Do you have any brothers and
sisters? Have you ever made a
sacrifice for one of them? What do you
think you would have done in Charlie’s
position?

Tommo is innocent but driven. Everything
he experiences is deeply felt and
understood. No one, let alone a boy of his
age, should have to go through what he
does. It’s admirable to say the least.”
Fabian McCallan in costume

About Michael
Morpurgo
Michael Morpurgo is, in his own words,
“oldish, married with three children, and a
grandfather six times over.” Born in 1943,
he attended schools in London, Sussex
and Canterbury. He went on to London
University to study English and French,
followed by a step into the teaching
profession and a job in a primary school in
Kent. It was there that he discovered what
he wanted to do, and thankfully for us he
did! For now Michael Morpurgo is one of
the UK’s best-loved authors and storytellers
having written over 120 books, including
the award winning Private Peaceful,
published Autumn 2003.
He was appointed Children’s Laureate
in May 2003, and awarded an OBE
for services to Literature in the Queen’s
Birthday Honours in 2007. Private Peaceful
is just one of many Michael Morpurgo
books that have been adapted for the
stage.
Private Peaceful relives the life of a young
First World War soldier awaiting the firing
squad at dawn. Inspired by the many
soldiers court-martialled and shot for
cowardice during the Great War, this
poignant tale explores love, loss, war
and courage, leading to a dramatic
and heart-breaking conclusion.

Honouring the dead
Michael Morpurgo writing in The Guardian
1 Jan 2014
In 2014, as we begin to mark the
centenary of the First World War, we should
honour those who died, most certainly,
and gratefully too, but we should never
glorify. We should heed the words of those
who were there, who did the fighting,
and some of them the dying. Wilf Ellis,
Harry Patch, Sassoon, Thomas and Owen.
Siegfried Sassoon wrote of “the callous
complacency” of those back home who
wished only to prolong the war, no matter
what the cost. To Wilfred Owen, the words
Horace had used to glorify war centuries
before, “Dulce et decorum est pro patria
mori” – how sweet and fitting it is to die for
your country – were simply “the old lie”.
During these next four years of
commemoration we should read the
poems, the stories, the history, the diaries,
visit the cemeteries – German cemeteries
as well as ours – they were all sons and
brothers and lovers and husbands and
fathers too.

Michael
Morpurgo
visiting the
REP Company
during
rehearsals
of Private
Peaceful.
Photo by Ed
Clark

SECTION 2:
Classroom Activities
The following ideas are grouped into
three sections:
1. Activities to explore themes running
through the story
2. Tasks which focus on the characters
3. Effective storytelling
The teaching ideas are not sequential
and you do not need to progress through
these in order to utilise them in the
classroom. Instead they are designed as a
springboard for teachers, enabling you to
cherry pick from these activities and select
those that best complement your wider
study of the text.
Also included in this section is a selection
of cross-curricular activities, which
demonstrate how the production might be
used to complement study in other areas.

Themes

Private Peaceful explores a wealth
of themes.
The most notable include:
heroism, loss, innocence, cowardice,
love, betrayal, relationships and power.
Exploring themes

Exploring the theme of bullying

Select two themes explored in Private
Peaceful and discuss with a partner what
each means.
• Think of examples that support these
themes, which you can recall from real life.
Share these in class.
• Can you think of any examples of how
each theme may affect a person?
If you wish, you could you share examples
and how a person you know has been
affected.
• Find examples of these two themes in
Private Peaceful. Discuss and make note of
instances under the two headings.

What advice are you given to deal with
bullies? List the advice in bullet points and
then discuss in a collaborative group.
Do you think Mr Munnings and Sergeant
Hanley are bullies? Would the advice you
have discussed empower you to deal with
these two characters? What problems and
difficulties would you encounter? What
advice would you give to Charlie?

Private Peaceful Cast Member
Stuart Wilde
Portraying key messages or themes in
the play
Design a programme cover or poster for
Private Peaceful. Use ideas from the play
that convey the atmosphere, themes,
sights and sounds to create your design.

The portrayal of war
What do you think of war? Can it be
justified? Where in the world is there news
of war today? What images of war are
shown on television, visual media and in
the press?
What do you think from the evidence of
Michael Morpurgo’s Private Peaceful is the
author’s view of the First World War? Find
evidence from Private Peaceful to justify
your view. How are Michael Morpurgo’s
beliefs shown through the characters,
problems and resolutions within the story?

Characters
There are many strongly portrayed
characters in Private Peaceful.

Private Peaceful Cast Member
Temi Wilkey
Character analysis
Choose a character: Tommo, Charlie, Big
Joe, Mollie or Sergeant Hanley. Describe
his or her character and personality using
evidence from their actions and dialogue
exchanges, and list their values and
beliefs.

Which character do you most admire in
Private Peaceful? From the evidence of
the story, make a list of the values, beliefs,
qualities and actions that you admire?
Can you find a quote that supports your
assessment?
Who do you most dislike in Private
Peaceful?
Think about the attributes of this character, From the evidence of the story, make a list
and list of the qualities you think are most
of the values, beliefs, qualities and actions
important. Repeat this exercise for the
that you dislike? Can you find a quote that
other main characters. Imagine you are
supports your assessment?
going to put on your own stage production Private Peaceful is written from the
of Private Peaceful, or make a new film
perspective of Tommo. If Charlie wrote
to tell the story. Which actor would you
a description of Tommo, what would he
designate to each role? Why do you think
say? Think about using language to reflect
they would be best suited to the parts?
admiration.
Character assessment
Who do you most admire in life? Why?
What is it about their personality and
character that you admire?

How do you think Molly would describe
Charlie to their son when he grows up?
Incorporate some of the language you
have identified to describe the values,

beliefs and qualities that Molly would want
to portray.
Exploring actions, principles and values.
In pairs, act out the scene in which Charlie
confronts Sergeant Hanley (scene 40).
Following the interaction, hot seat Charlie
and Sergeant Hanley – the rest of the class
ask pre-prepared questions about their
actions, principles and values.
Students must attempt to answer the
questions with the mannerisms and
expressions that the character would
have used on stage. Students must
be encouraged and rewarded for their
interpretation, as well as the content of
their answer, to demonstrate how they
have studied the presentation of the
character on stage. There is scope for
students to continue to hot seat and
explore alternative mannerisms and

expressions befitting of the character.
Trial of Private Peaceful
Turn the classroom into a courtroom.
Conduct a role play exercise, allocating
the role of various characters to selected
students. The remainder act as the judge
and jury. In character, each student
puts forward their assessment of Charlie’s
character at which point the jury must
decide, on the basis of evidence, whether
he should be court martialed or pardoned.
Is the outcome very different when
opinions from all the major characters are
heard?

Effective
Storytelling
Michaels Morpurgo is one of the UK’s best
loved authors and story-tellers.

Chronological understanding
Tommo tells his story by recalling a series
of events throughout his life.
Write in a chronological sequence five
or six main events, which you can recall
in your life. Select one in which there is
a moment you wish to ‘freeze-frame’.
Explore your thoughts relating to this freeze
frame – Why is it so important? What
emotions does it evoke? Can you recall
specific sounds, smells, images that
accompany this memory?
Next, individually, write on post-it notes as
many events from Tommo’s life you can
recall from the main narrative of the play.
Then collaboratively, in pairs, discuss the
events you can recall and put the post-it
notes in a time line of Tommo’s life.
Think about how these events were
depicted on stage and select a freeze
frame moment that best depicts one of

these events. What techniques / devices
were used to evoke the sentiments of
these memories on stage. Compare
this with the language used by Michael
Morpurgo in the novel too.
Which do you feel is more powerful and
why?
Reflect on the events Tommo focusses
on. Can you now write a more inclusive,
engaging timeline of your life?
The unseen scene
Throughout the play, the characters recall
events that have happened that the
audience does not see. These can be
referred to as the ‘unseen scenes’.
Select one of these unseen scenes perhaps when Tommo’s mother goes up
to the Big House, or when Charlie returns
home with his injuries – and plan to stage
this scene. Recalling the play; think about
the script, set design, lighting, sound

effects, costumes, props and character
portrayal that you would use to create
a believable additional scene. What
techniques will you use to create tension or
build other emotions?
Precis of events
Imagine you have been asked to pull
together a trailer for the stage production.
Select 8 or more key moments that you
would need the audience to know in
order to learn about and engage with the
storyline. In which order would you place
these? Would you use narrative from the
play or a voice over to capture interest?
More able students may wish to consider
thematic issues and how to potentially
depict the split narrative.
Extensions
Now imagine you are making the fulllength movie - which songs would you

choose for the soundtrack - choose music
for key scenes and say why?
You may also wish to design a programme
cover or poster for Private Peaceful. Use
ideas from the play that convey the
atmosphere, themes, sights and sounds to
create your design.

Who is
Private Peaceful?

Extensions / cross curricular links
A title will capture your imagination
and / or curiosity
Why do you think Michael Morpurgo chose
‘Private Peaceful’ as the title for the book?
Does it work on a level beyond being
Tommo and Charlie’s name? What are
the connotations of the title?
Who do you think Michael Morpurgo is
referring to through the title? Is it Tommo?
Is it Charlie? Is it both brothers? Give
reasons for your choice.
Building tension over time
Study the words of Tommo in each of
the ‘time’ sections – explore how the
tension is built, when do you realise what is
happening?
Who do you think is going to die?
Explore how this method of storytelling is

transferred to the stage? What lighting and
other effects are used? Do you notice any
patterns in language and the way in which
these scenes differ from the others?
Conveying messages through
letter writing
Look at Molly’s letter to Tommo, and think
about the difference in what we write in
diaries and letters – which is most truthful?
Can you find other examples of where
conflicting images are portrayed?
Write an entry to Molly’s diary when she
hears about Charlie’s fate.

Historical study
There is extensive opportunity to compare
life then and now by identifying examples
in the text. Pupils could undertake a broad
assessment or look at specifics such as
WW1 recruitment / enlisting of young men.
Whilst reading / reviewing the text, pupils
could be encouraged to make notes
about what they have learned about life
on the frontline and compose a letter
home and a diary entry, thinking about
what they might say in each.

Careers
Explore the roles and opportunities in
theatre production using the production
credits to identify the various jobs /
occupations available.

Additional Resources
& References
Read more….
Here are some more books about young men and women
on the front line in France

More books set in times of war - by Michael Morpurgo

Author

Title

Publisher

ISBN

Title

Theme

Publisher

ISBN

Sam Angus

Soldier Dog

Macmillan

978-1447220053

Dear Olly

War: Landmines

Harper Collins

978-0006753339

Farm Boy

Sequel to War Horse

Harper Collins

978-0007450657

Friend or Foe

WW2

Egmont

978-1405233378

Little Manfred

WW2 and After

Harper Collins

978-0007491636

Shadow

Afghanistan

Harper Collins

978-0007339617

The Amazing Story
of Adolphus Tips

WW2

Harper Collins

978-0007182466

The Best Christmas
Present in the World

WW1

Egmont

978-1405215183

The Mozart Question WW2

Walker

978-1406312201

Toro! Toro!

Spanish Civil War

Harper Collins

978-0007107186

War Horse

WW1

Egmont

978-1405226660

Michael Morpurgo:
From War Child to
War Horse

Biography by
Maggie Fergusson

Harper Collins

978-0007531769

Barroux
Linda Newberry
James Riordan

Line of Fire
Tilly’s Promise
When the Guns
Fall Silent

Phoenix Yard Books
Barrington Stoke
OUP

978-1907912399
978-17811222938
978-0192735706

Watch
more...

Find out
more...

About Private Peaceful at:
www.privatepeaceful.net

About Michael Morpurgo at:
www.michaelmorpurgo.com

The film of Private Peaceful has a website
at www.privatepeaceful.net and is also
available on DVD. Schools can buy the
DVD at very special rates if they click on
the schools’ pages on the website.

For first-hand accounts from soldiers
in World War 1, see the wide range of
podcasts on the Imperial War Museum’s
website:
www.1914.org/podcasts

Private Peaceful - Eagle Media
B008Z07RIK

Including one entitled ‘Conscientious
objection’
www.1914.org/podcasts/podcast-37conscientious-objection/

Michael Morpurgo, author of Private
Peaceful, will publish his new novel LISTEN
TO THE MOON in September. Like Private
Peaceful, this wonderful new story is based
on real events of the First World War but it is
set away from the trenches, so the narrative allows us to experience the war on the
home front. The heart of the novel lies in
the beautiful Isles of Scilly in 1915, where
Alfie and his fisherman father find a young
girl on an uninhabited island – injured,
thirsty, lost… and with no memory of who
she is, or how she came to be there.

Where has she come from? Is she a
mermaid, a victim of a German U-boat?
Or could she even be, as some islanders
suggest, a German spy…?
A beautiful tour de force of family, love,
war and forgiveness, Michael Morpurgo
brings all his storytelling brilliance to this
stunning, gripping tale.

Visit http://www.nyt.org.uk/private-peaceful for the video of
Michael Morpurgo visiting the REP Company.
The National Youth Theatre is a registered charity number 3O6O75 / SCO43665

